Job Detail
Staff Level

Position Title

[Humanoid robot] Robot development engineer (application from overseas is OK)

Recruiter Company

United World Inc

Company Name

Company name is private

Activated / Updated

2022-07-12 / 2022-07-12

Job Type

IT (Embedded Software, Control Systems) - Software Architecture
Electronics (Appliance/Semiconductor) - Control - Programmer

Industry

Machinery Manufacturer

Location

Asia Japan Tokyo

[Job description]
You can play an active part in a wide variety of robot development projects. We
will take advantage of your experience and let you take full advantage of your
skills.
<Work content>
■ Development of robot control software for general-purpose middleware such as
ROS (Robot Operating System) and RT middleware
■ Development of small embedded Linux board and related software

Job Description

[Background of recruitment]
Pursuing cutting-edge robot technology.
We have developed a highly autonomous remote control system in-house, and
have built up a number of achievements in the contract development of intelligent
robots that take advantage of each customer's business characteristics.
We are recruiting a large number of engineers this time in order to raise funds at
the end of January, further accelerate the development and commercialization of
highly autonomous remote control systems, and strengthen the system for
business expansion.
[Attractive points of company/work]
Development engineers vary in age and nationality. Engineers who have a strong
desire to "like robot development" are demonstrating their expertise.
It started as a university-launched venture company that handles everything from
design and development of robots and IoT systems to sales. What we value is the
warmth of an altruistic heart and the excitement of creativity. You want to go
further and develop a robot. There is an environment that can meet such wishes.
In addition, experts with high robot technology are active, including the CTO who
served as a specially appointed lecturer at the University of Tokyo. You can
pursue cutting-edge technology by demonstrating your experience and skills in a
high-level environment and engaging in development.

Company Info

[Company Profile]
We are pursuing cutting-edge robot technology based on humanoid robot
technology. We have achieved numerous achievements in contract development
of intelligent robots that take advantage of our customers' business
characteristics, and are contributing to solving business issues. Another feature is
that we can handle both software technology and hardware technology in
collaboration with group companies. Furthermore, by developing new services that
utilize robot technology and AI technology, we are taking on the challenge of
reducing social issues such as imbalances in employment opportunities and
economic disparities.
<Robots we are working on>
■ Humanoid robot
■ Drone
■ Mobile robot
■ Home robot
■ Industrial robot
■ FA system automatic machine

Working Hours

Working hours: Flex. Core time 11: 00-17: 00
[Requirements]

・ Experience involved in robot development (1 year or more)
* Robocon at graduate school and technical college, and activities in club
activities are also OK!
・ Experience in developing control software on Linux + Python
・ Required Japanese ability: Those who can interview in Japanese. (Equivalent
to N3 level)※English is OK when you can't explain in Japanese
Qualifications
[Preferred requirements]
・ Experience in developing software in areas related to robotics and AI
・ ROS (Robot Operating System)
・ Image processing
・ Robot control
・ Natural language processing
・ Web server development experience
・ Experience of building a cloud server using AWS
Japanese Level

Daily Conversation Level

Salary

JPY - Japanese Yen JPY 4000K - JPY 6000K
（Month salary：JPY - Japanese Yen JPY 333.333K - JPY 500K )

Salary Description

Benefits: Complete social insurance, commuting allowance (according to
company regulations), and other benefits

Holiday Description

Holidays: 2 days a week (Saturdays and Sundays), national holidays
Vacation: Summer vacation, year-end and New Year holidays, and other
vacations available

Job Contract Period

Employment Type: Permanent Trial period: 3 months
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